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ABSTRACT In this article, we have tried to give a comparative picture of corporate social responsibilities (CSR) in Bangladesh and the global scenario. We also defined what corporate social responsibilities and tried to show how important it is in this 21st century. Along with these, a short history of how classic economic model in the beginning of the industrial era has evolved to become a strong socio-economic model is also provided. Throughout the article, global activities on CSR have worked as standards and helped in finding the shortcomings of the corporate bodies in Bangladesh. They even helped in tracing out different ways for improvements. In conclusion, we can say that there are not only problems but also opportunities for further improvement by the business world of this country in the field of CSR.



INTRODUCTION Social Responsibility is a concept well known in the corporate world and beyond that. Businesses all over the world have practiced only profit-making actions at past but not for long as the enterprises started to develop complexities and wideness in size and actions so was their reach getting bigger and bigger. As every person has his own social responsibilities towards the society so does the business firms. The idea that business has social obligations above and beyond making a profit is corporate social responsibility. However, it is regretful that though internationally it is being practiced widely, Bangladesh is still lagging behind. The difference between the world standard and the practice in Bangladesh shows the lacking here and the scope for development.



WHAT IS CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY? Definitely social responsibility includes the responsibility of people, groups, societies, and business organizations. Here arises the question: Why is there more interest in, and debate about, the social responsibility of business than about the social responsibility of other institutions? It is, of course, perfectly legitimate to raise the issue of the social responsibility of business. But we hear rather less about the social responsibility of, say, the churches, the media, trade unions, the professions, universities, or even the government. When people collectively organize themselves in business organizations of one kind or another, do those impersonal legal entities really acquire social responsibilities, which differ from those of other collective entities? Many people are uneasy about the profit motive, suspecting that profits emerge only from exploitation. They fear that free enterprise encourages greed and selfishness. They are reluctant to accept the logic of Adam Smith's famous theory of the invisible hand, which holds that business people promote the general interest more effectively by pursuing their own interests than by directly trying to 'do good'. I suggest that this is why we hear little
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about the social responsibilities of the churches, charities, and so on. Business, in contrast, is assumed to have a problem about its social responsibilities because it is driven by profit-motives. Although no consensus about the definition of corporate social responsibility ("CSR") exists at present, it may be said to encompass "a company's commitment to operate in an economically and environmentally sustainable manner, while acknowledging the interests of a variety of stakeholders. An organization's policy and continuous action in such areas as employee relations, diversity, community development, environment, international relationships, marketplace practices, fiscal responsibility and accountability [all help determine its corporate social responsibility]. Here are some people who disagreed: The eighteenth-century French philosopher Montesquieu noted that the spread of commerce into Northern Europe had moderated the warlike tendencies of the inhabitants by bringing to them a peaceful alternative form of self-enrichment. The thinkers of the Scottish Enlightenment in the late eighteenth century built on Montesquieu's work. David Hume showed how sustained interaction between strangers eventually produced the conventions of morality, like stability of possession and the obligation to keep promises, from which we are all the beneficiaries. Adam Smith's exploration of what he called 'the system of natural liberty' showed that free trade would promote world harmony by engaging everyone in a system of peaceful exchange and division of labor. So far from competition being immoral, the efforts of business people to reduce competition by cartels and state protection did public harm. In addition, as the sociologist, Max Weber wrote in The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism, the assertion that capitalism promotes greed belongs in the kindergarten of sociological opinions. This is why we are watching corporations meeting their responsibilities and doing something for humanity. However, some people said otherwise: As Henry Miller wrote in his article `Businesses don't have social responsibilities; people do' Calvin Coolidge once said that the business of America is business. He might have added that the business of business everywhere is to pursue profits. Lately, some corporate leaders seem to have lost sight of that elementary precept. Daniel Vasella, the chairman and CEO of Switzerland-based Novartis, the world's fifthlargest pharmaceutical company, recently wrote that multinational companies ``have a duty to adhere to fundamental values and to support and promote them.'' If he were referring to corporate values such as honesty, innovation, voluntary exchange and the wisdom of the marketplace, he would be right. But what he meant was ``collaborating constructively with the U.N. and civil society to define the best way to improve human rights.'' The extension of human rights is a worthy goal, to be sure, but Vasella's saccharine altruism brings to mind economist Milton Friedman's reproachful observation that 'businessmen believe that they are defending free enterprise when they declaim that business is not concerned `merely' with profit but also with promoting desirable 'social' ends; that business has a 'social conscience' and takes seriously its responsibilities for
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providing employment, eliminating discrimination and whatever else may be the catchwords of the contemporary crop of reformers.'' The current catchwords are ''human rights'' and ''corporate citizenship,'' which prompts businesses trying to ''do good'' (or perhaps just trying to look good) to deviate from their primary purpose. Take, for example, McDonald's ending its popular ''super sized'' portions in the name of discouraging obesity and businesses adopting less efficient, more ''sustainable'' practices. Businesses do not have social responsibilities; only people do. Inasmuch as corporate leaders work for the owners of the business, their responsibility is to pursue the best interests of their employers -- interests that relate primarily to making as much money as possible while conforming to the legal rules and ethical norms of society. By taking actions on behalf of the company that he arbitrarily decides are ''socially responsible,'' a corporate executive is, in effect, spending someone else's money by reducing returns to shareholders. One of the easiest things to do is to spend other people's money on causes in which you believe; one of the most difficult, but most meaningful, is to spend your own money. If these executives donated even 5 percent of their salaries to such causes, they would be worthy of admiration, even if the causes were repugnant to some of us. Neither free enterprise nor the human condition is likely to benefit if companies decide to follow Vasella's model. Their actions would, however, raise the cost of doing business, lower corporate productivity and feed the United Nations' predilections for meddling. By diverting resources away from productive uses, businesses would end up hurting many of the very people they claim to want to help.



HISTORY OF CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY Three waves of development: 1. Community relations and contributions responsive to local pressures/needs and CEO/Senior Management - 1960s & 1970s 2. "Corporate citizenship model" based on ethical issues (BSR) including "the new corporate or strategic philanthropy" - 1980s & 1990s 3. "Strategic alliances" closely aligned with corporate objectives - 1999 & beyond Traditionally business operated exclusively on the mantra of maximizing profits. As long as "the firm could sell its good[s] or services at prices high enough to make a profit and survive, then its social obligation was fulfilled." However, shortly after large companies first emerged in the 1870s, debate quickly emerged as to the appropriateness of their conduct. The 1930s, upon the heels of the Great Depression, "signaled a transition from a primarily laissez-faire economy with industrial power and might in control to a more mixed economy" with a more activist role by organized labor and the government. The New Deal had much to do with this transition. Further, the government's creation of various socially oriented programs to ease the country's economic woes resulted in more socially minded Americans.
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Debates as to the appropriate role of business in society sharpened after World War II. Corporate philanthropy was well established by then, but the creation of public interest watchdogs and regulatory agencies such as the American Civil Liberties Union, the Sierra Club, and the Federal Trade Commission stimulated "new interest in business ethics, the standards by which to judge corporate and individual behavior within the moral framework of business and society." Howard Bowen's Social Responsibilities of the Businessman, often cited as the seminal text on corporate social responsibility by those in the field, was published in 1953. According to Bowen, the social responsibilities of a businessman consisted of obligations "to pursue those policies, make those decisions, or to follow those lines of action which are desirable in terms of objectives and values to society." Soon afterwards, all three levels of government started enacting increasingly detailed legislation conducive to socially responsible behavior by businesses. Further, the four key regulatory agencies—the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration, the Environmental Protection Agency and the Consumer Product Safety Commission—were established from 1969 to 1972. These developments created "a whole new world for managers... all of a sudden they are hit with four enormous regulatory agencies making lots and many demands for information and for corrective action." A combination of factors propelled the subject of socially responsible business to the frontlines during the 1980s. First, by way of local and national campaigns, the consumer rights movement heightened scrutiny of corporate practices. Further, the Reagan-Bush era, in which government restrictions on businesses were loosened, caused some business leaders to contrast "what appeared to be an alarming array of crumbling institutions— including weakened federal and local government agencies once charged with protecting those institutions—with the wealth they and their shareholders had amassed over roughly the same period, and [to recognize] an inherent imbalance." Ultimately, all of this— government's hands-off approach, business's growing impact, the media's and the public's perception of government's role, seemingly excessive profits," along with the unparalleled increases in drug abuse, homelessness, and countless other social ills subtly shifted the public's perception of business. By the 1990s, consumers increasingly began demanding that corporations pursue socially responsible goals other than pure profit maximization. According to a survey by Cone Communications and the Roper Group, 76% of consumers would switch brands to further worthy causes (holding price and quality constant with other goods). Results of another extensive study reveal that: • 40% of (25,000) respondents would consider punishing a business deemed not to be socially responsible; • 20% of respondents avoided products of offending businesses or expressed their dissatisfaction to others, and • One in five consumers were likely to use their purchasing power "to 'reward' a company perceived as socially responsible."
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These days investors, too, are placing increased emphasis on socially conscious corporate practices. In 1999 over one trillion dollars was invested in socially responsible investments in the United States! Indeed, socially responsible investment funds performed very well throughout the 1990s. The Domini Social Equity Fund, with an annual growth rate of 28% from 1996-1999, outperformed the Standard & Poor's 500. The Ethical Growth Fund earned the title of Fund of the Year in 1998 for consistently outperforming other funds. Moreover, from 1994-99 the Ethical North American Fund took top honors in the equity funds category, beating out 66 competitors. Nowadays, corporations from Mobil to Waste Management tout their horns about improving worker relations, protecting the environment or some other socially progressive act. Many companies unquestionably walk the socially responsible walk because "the role of corporate social responsibility (CSR) programs in U.S. companies is potentially very important and frequently pivotal to success of the firm." Responsible business can make for loyal customers, improved morale and higher productivity among employees. A recent study by the Reputation Institute also found that companies that demonstrate innovation, vision, social responsibility and appeal to emotions while simultaneously posting strong financial results have the best corporate reputations. Among the 30 companies with the best reputations in corporate America, Ben & Jerry's places a very respectable fifth.



SETTING STANDARD FOR CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY (FROM THE INTERNATIONAL POINT OF VIEW) Businesses around the world have now made social responsibility as a part of their business operations. Throughout the world, many multinational firms have opted to respond to the fact of their belongingness to the society. It is visible through the act of many companies who have showed their appropriate social responsiveness. This is evident in the following case study of Toyota, Japan.



Toyota For many years, Toyota Auto Corporation has become the milestone for the corporate social responsibility practitioners. Toyota can be considered as one of the few proactive corporations, who are working to develop and improve community services and correct environmental problems throughout the globe. As an automobile company, Toyota is working for a long time to minimize hazardous emission from its vehicles. Its latest addition in this field is hydrogenfuel cell cars.
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Toyota's 100-percent proprietary fuel cell development program began in 1992, and for the last five years, it has provided more than $2 million in research grants to the University of California for research in advanced transportation systems including fuelcell vehicles. Hydrogen fuel is eco friendly, can be synthesized in great amount from seawater and when it is burnt produces water vapor and so virtually produces no pollution at all from burning hydrogen fuel. Toyota has placed great importance on protecting the environment. Virtually 99% of all scrap metal generated by Toyota plants is now recycled, as well as many waste materials like plastic wrap, paint solvents, used oil and packaging materials. Toyota vehicles are now 85% recyclable. Huge shredders allow steel and non-ferrous materials to be recycled. New processes also enable the recycling of car materials like urethane foam, copper, glass and plastic bumpers. Besides, Toyota has made huge contribution in the field of social and community welfare, e.g. Family Literacy Program. Toyota and the National Center for Family Literacy (NCFL) have collaborated to help parents in at-risk Hispanic and other immigrant families to improve their English, education, work and parenting skills, while helping their children succeed in school. The goal of the Toyota Family Literacy Program is to develop models that can be replicated worldwide. In USA, Toyota sponsors the largest K-12 “science teacher grant program” in the USA, providing 50 grants of up to $10,000 each to K-12 science teachers, as well as a minimum of 20 mini-grants of up to $2,500 each for projects smaller in scope. These grants are awarded for creative, innovative classroom projects in the fields of environmental education, physical science, and literacy and science education. Toyota has throughout been a proactive company in regards to social responsibility. With the example of Toyota, we can think that firms fulfill their social responsibilities simply out of generosity and or, for the sake of their long-term goodwill. This may not be the whole picture. Sometimes the firm may be very interested to involve themselves proactively in socially responsible acts just to shred off their some bad images. The example of Royal Dutch/ Shell can be an instance for this type of behavior.
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There are other companies like Shell oil who are sometimes considered as being hazardous to the society, (for example Ogoni crisis in Nigeria), are acting as pro-actors to show their social responsibility. Nigerian government gave Shell along with other companies the contract to exploit the oil resources of Nigeria. Besides Shell was supposed to involve itself in improving the local communities of that country. However, the facts show that Shell has done more damages to the Nigerian environment than the community sanction. Most of the money from selling oil has gone into fill up the pocket of the corrupted high officials of Nigerian Government. Though Shell has built some hospitals and education centers for the local people, it was very insignificant to the need of the society. In order to build their goodwill they have taken certain steps. Therefore, they in another way acted as merely adaptors in fulfilling their social responsibility. Here are some other examples of social and environmental performances of Shell worldwide.



Shell Key highlights of Shell s 2003 social performance: Improved safety performance $5.2 billion invested locally in developing countries $11.3 billion in royalties and corporate taxes



Key highlights of Shell s 2003 environmental performance: Ended continuous gas venting 12 sites running Energize energy efficiency programs $165 million in health, safety and environment fines and settlements



Waste disposals of Shell:



In 2003, Shell achieved a 14 thousand tons reduction in non-hazardous waste, however hazardous waste increased by 50 thousand tons. A single decommissioning and remediation project of a former refinery in the UK where Shell disposed of more than 70 thousand tons of hazardous waste predominately from spill containment walls in a tank farm constructed in the 1950s and 1960s caused the increase in hazardous waste.
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Without this single project the Group total would have been down 20 thousand tons compared to last year.



Moving to the most controversial business sector in the world, i.e., cigarette industry which includes British American Tobacco (BAT) who are widely known for their legally selling silent drugs like cigarettes all over the world with authority. However, this would be improper to state that they are doing nothing for the society. Here is a glimpse of CSR activity of BAT:



British American Tobacco Within the last decade, BAT has done a lot in respect to their social responsibility. They have accomplished a lot in different sectors: Education These programs focus on helping educators and parents to teach children to exercise responsibility and independence and to resist negative peer pressure, including resisting pressure to smoke. Programs were developed to involve parents, educators and governments. Retail access prevention Access programs focus on restricting the sale of tobacco products to minors at the point of sale. They include proof-of-age schemes and teaching retailers about relevant laws and ways of preventing sales to minors. Advertising campaigns Advertising can play a vital role in communicating that youth should not smoke. Advertising can target young people directly or support other programs by targeting retailers, teachers or parents. Environmental Issues - Environmental issues and Health & Safety are high priorities for responsible companies – and British American Tobacco is no exception. BAT accept that their companies' operations affect the environment, and they are committed to following the best international standards of environmental protection, adhering to the principles of sustainable development, and protecting biodiversity. Their environmental management systems conform to best international practices; in safety management, we have a zero target for accidents across our operations, and we are developing occupational health management from a sound basis already in place. In 2002, total Group Environment, Health & Safety expenditure was £33.8 million. Elimination of Child Labor in Tobacco Growing (ECLT) Foundation - BAT have helped establish the Elimination of Child Labor in Tobacco Growing (ECLT) Foundation, and aim to be an active and constructive founding member. BAT are committed to the principles of protecting children from child labor exploitation, believing their development - as well as that of their communities and countries - is best served through education, not child labor. BAT do not employ children in our operations.
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Child labor can mean many things, although it is generally described as the exploitation of children in the workplace. It has become one of the most important emerging issues in recent times. Current estimates indicate that up to 250 million children worldwide under the age of 14 are engaged in some form of exploitative child labor. In 1990, the United Nations achieved a human rights milestone with the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child. In 1996, child labor was addressed at the International Labor Organization (ILO) conference, where a resolution was adopted on the elimination of exploitative practices. In tobacco farming, particularly in developing countries, there is a recognized child labor problem. As the only international tobacco Group with a significant interest in tobacco leaf growing, BAT are committed to their obligation to conduct their businesses responsibly in the communities where BAT operate, and BAT are working with others to address the issues around child labor. In 2001, British American Tobacco helped establish the Elimination of Child Labor in Tobacco Growing Foundation, following an awareness-raising campaign which we had begun a year previously, together with the International Tobacco Growers’ Association (ITGA) and the trades unions in our sector, the IUF (International Union of Food, Agricultural, Hotel, Restaurant, Catering, Tobacco and Allied Workers' Associations). The IUF, ITGA and British American Tobacco are the founding members of the Foundation. BAT has served their social responsibility in the legal, social and also technological sectors. They have showed the standard form of responsibility though being a socially hazard creating company. Here are some other major socially responsive companies:



Rabobank Rabobank group is the pioneer in practicing sustainable banking in Europe. Rabobank Foundation assists economically or socially underprivileged people who are. In 2003, Rabobank International and the Ministry of Health of Holland, Spatial Planning and the Environment enter into a master contract for contracting 10 million tones of greenhouse gas emissions from sustainable energy projects in developing countries. In the current year, Rabobank provides the financing for the first Public Private Joint Venture in sustainable water management for the construction of a water purification plant in Harnaschpolder. Rabobank also finances the world's largest solar roof at the Floriade Green Trade Center at the Floriade world horticultural exhibition.



HP HP has moved beyond traditional philanthropy and has strengthened the link between the philanthropic investments and the long-term business objectives. They have used their products, services and skills — not just for philanthropic cash contributions but also for addressing social challenges such as poverty and inequality. HP makes social investments in three primary program areas:
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1. E-inclusion 2. Education 3. Community engagement and employee giving Each program uses HP technologies and capabilities to help schools, local communities and technology-excluded communities around the globe, while identifying new business opportunities for HP. They encourage their employees to contribute financially to the nonprofit or university of their choice and to be active volunteer with nonprofit organizations and educational institutions in their communities. HP makes donations in the form of cash, products, services and time. In 2003, HP donated approximately $62.4 million in cash and equipment worldwide, representing approximately 2% of its Pre-tax profits. Of this, more than $33 million went to schools — from kindergartens through universities. Approximately 33% of total investment was given to organizations based outside the US.



Herman Miller Herman Miller, the furniture-manufacturing corporation made a revolutionary step in preserving rain forest. Instead of using tropical wood i.e. rosewood it uses cherry, which does not come from the tropics. This practice not only encouraged the customer to buy their wooden office desk and tables, it has added more luster to the company’s fine reputation. Inspired by Herman Miller’s decision, the Business and Institutional Furniture Manufacturers Association now urges all its members not to use tropical wood from endangered forests.



Ben & Jerry s Homemade Ben & Jerry’s Homemade Ice-cream practices social contribution by donating funds in a unique way. The company is a leader in corporate recycling and environmental program. Products are not only associated with peace, justice and the environment, but they support these causes financially. A percentage of sales from peace Pops ice-cream goes to promoting world peace. Rainforest crunch is made with nuts from the South American rain forest, which supports the native people directly and gives them a long term financial incentives to nurture the forest rather than chop it down for lumber. Companies throughout the world have served well in different sectors of social responsibility. Toyota, Shell, BAT, HP have developed many community services and developed other aspects in the societal context. There are Toyota, Shell, BAT, and Herman Miller working in the environmental context. HP and Toyota have developed a lot in the technological context of social responsibility. In the context of legal and political side, there is BAT who have showed their excellence by adapting women rights, eliminating child labor. (There are companies who have showed perfect attitude being philanthropists like Hertz Company. In a situation when the senior management at Hertz Company found that the company had over billed the car renters and insurance
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companies $13 million for repair to its cars, Hertz repaid $3 million the government took action. Hertz was fined $6.85 million and agreed to return an additional $12.7 million to those it over billed.) We can respect these actions taken by these companies to be standard and see how Bangladeshi enterprises are performing.



CORPORATE WORLD IN BANGLADESH As similar to any other third world developing nation, Bangladesh’s economic sector is still in the infant stage. It is yet to develop fully. There are very few worthwhile industries to be named. The Bangladesh corporate world is at presents just trying to satisfy its local needs. Whatever exports are there shares a little portion of the world market. The resources available are not enough to satisfy the local needs. Hence, companies still follow the classical model of economy, trying to maximize profits and targeting short run profits. As a result, there is hardly any concern about social responsibility. It is not long since foreign investors took interest in investing in Bangladesh. Along with them, they brought the concept of social responsibility and public welfare. A list of the foreign investors in Bangladesh is as follows: Lever Brothers, British American Tobacco, Standard Chartered Bank, HSBC, Reckitt Benckiser and so on. They have contributed a lot in terms of social responsibility in Bangladesh. Lever Brothers. As a part of their public welfare campaign, they have introduced “The Mobile Hospital” under the brand of Lifebuoy soap. This facility provides free medical services to the people who cannot afford to go to normal hospitals for their treatment. This step has been greatly encouraged other Multi National Companies to provide similar services to people. They have also come up with the “Free Dental Service” under the umbrella of Pepsodent Toothpaste. This proves their active participation in the helping the society and socially responsible actions. Their public welfare acts have been highly appreciated by the public. The Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation (HSBC) Limited in Bangladesh is also performing social stunts as like others. It has donated BDT 200,000 to the School of Hope in 8 March 2002. The school provides education to more than 120 underprivileged children who would otherwise be unable to afford an education, says a Press release. HSBC Bangladesh has also inaugurated a beginner’s computer course for the students of School of Hope at the Training Centre of the Bank at Motijheel with the help of Bank's resources and involvement of staff. Sixteen students from grade 5 will be benefited from the course. This is the second year that HSBC arranged such a course for the school. This endeavor is a reflection of the Bank's ongoing contribution to the welfare of the society.
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The Standard Chartered Bank, Bangladesh has also performed such public welfare programs. The Standard Chartered Operating Theatre and Children's Ward at Islamia Eye Hospital was officially opened on 12 August 2003, by Group Executive Director, Mr. Chris Keljik. About 150 children have been operated on at the Standard Chartered Operating Theatre at Islamia Eye Hospital.



The Standard Chartered Bank has also built luxurious bus stop for the relaxation of the commuters between the intervals of arrivals of buses, just like the one in Gulshan. Following the footsteps of the multinational companies, the local firms have been encouraged to perform socially helpful actions. A very important example is the Dutch Bangla Bank, Ltd. They have put up various billboards encouraging environmental friendliness and discouraging various unsocial behaviors.
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As you can see from the pictures unsocial behaviors like dowry, drug addiction and pollution are discouraged. People are advised to take preventive measures against AIDS and drug addiction type of disorders. This steps taken by a local enterprise is sure to initiate similar measures by other such enterprises in Bangladesh.



Citycell Digital, a local telecommunication enterprise has recently provided stickers with the phone numbers of Police Control room in order to register traffic complaints faced by the commuters of C.N.G auto rickshaws and taxicabs.



At various locations of the Dhaka city, important numbers of various police officers for public concern have been exhibited by local companies like Partex Graded Board, Aqua Paints, Dhaka Bank.
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Shark energy drink, another local firm has supplied free umbrellas for the convenience of traffic sergeants who toil in the hot and humid days for the service of the people.



THE DARK SIDE OF OUR CORPORATE WORLD As we have mentioned in the earlier sections that Bangladesh still has poorly developed corporate world, there are many instances where different firms have failed to live up to the expectation of the society as a whole. Sometimes they acted as chief sources of pollution of our land, air and water bodies in this country. In other instances, they successfully dodged the law enforcing and legal institution of the land, just to serving their own cheap & short-term profit making motives. All in all these enterprises have displayed a very irresponsible behavior towards the society. We will discuss some of the instances below:



Biodiversity and pollution The river Buriganga and its adjacent tanneries of the Hazaribag, Dhaka, can be a prime example of the extent of corporate irresponsibility. Today the Buriganga can be considered literary “dead” in terms of its bio-diversity, thanks to the wholesale dumping of industrial waste products by the tanneries situated on the riverbanks. According to the Environment Department, up to 40,000 ton of tannery waste flows into the river daily along with sewage from Dhaka, a city of more than 10 million. Industrial waste occupies 30 percent, most of which comes from the tanneries. Chemical analysis suggests that tannery wastes are characterized by strong color, high BOD, high pH and high dissolved salts. Disposal of these wastes into water course with or without prior sedimentation, creates a great problem in the environment, especially in the river Buriganga. Wastes are not usually treated to a certain degree before it goes to the river. 16



The water in the low-lying areas near Hazaribagh, with a direct link to the Buriganga River, is polluted in such a degree that it has become unsuitable for public uses. In summer when the rate of decomposition of the waste is higher, serious air pollution is caused in the whole of Hazaribagh area, including a part of not too far high-class residential area, by producing intolerable obnoxious odors. The pollutants of tannery wastes are of inorganic, organic and toxic nature and require elaborate treatment before disposal to prevent physical, chemical and biological pollution of the receiving body of water. The tannery waste with high concentration of dissolved solids, suspended solids, chloride, color, ammonia and very high BOD and COD with no dissolved oxygen is being discharged every day in the receiving water. Extent of this problem shows how horrible situation the corporate bodies of our country can cause. The recent obligation set by the government to move these tanneries to other places in two years time shows how accommodative and least proactive the businesses are in Bangladesh.



Labor Union condition in our garments and textile industry Garments and textile are two industries that are very vital for our economy. Over the years the garments products have occupied a major share of our total exports. These industries require labor as their most important factor of production. However, do these firms at all behave responsibly towards their labor force? Bangladesh's garment industry employs some 1.5 million workers, 85% of whom are women. The industry now accounts for 75% of Bangladesh's export income. Out of 3,000 garment factories, less than 1% has active factory level trade unions with collective bargaining agreements. The enforcement of labor laws is weak. The factory owners seldom allow unions. In fact in the export processing zones, unions are prohibited by law. According to Sk. Nazma, The President of the Bangladesh Workers Solidarity Center, “despite all the abuse, the harsh conditions and starvation wages, there is not one single union that can operate openly in any of the factories.” Some government officials and most of the factory owners argue against trade union in garments industry in the sense that it will not be economically feasible for a poor country like Bangladesh. We all know that at least a smaller labor union should be there for providing check and balance. In foreign countries, some enterprises proactively look after the benefits of their workers so that workers do not feel the need for active unionism. However, by looking at the plight of garments workers we cannot draw any similarity to our garments industries.
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Brickfields There are different brickfields in Bangladesh fulfilling the local demand of construction firms at various levels. Legally they are supposed to use coal as fuel. But the real picture is different. A brickfield owner said that, they kept coal in the brick kilns premises only as show and they could not rely on coal, as the production cost would go up. The brickfield owners are using firewood indiscriminately instead of coal under the very nose of the authorities concerned. These brick kilns owners are encouraged by a section of corrupt officials. Moreover, the owners of those brick kilns have no certificate from the Environment Department, sources said. The indiscriminate felling of both fruit bearing and timber trees for use as firewood in the brickfields has been affecting the environment and creating ecological imbalance. It is also causing extensive damage to the eco-system. A large number of brickfields have been set up at Raipura, Belabo, Palash Monohardi, Shibpur and sadar areas in the district of Narshingdi in an unplanned way, which is posing a serious threat to environment. The above instances might at best serve as a surface view of a much wider and deeper problem of socially unethical behavior of the corporate bodies in Bangladesh. In other areas, there are real estate firms illegally filling different water bodies and causing harms to the balance of nature in the capital city of Dhaka, wide scale violation of safety standards set by the government of Bangladesh in the businesses like restaurant, food processing, light engineering etc. In this short span, we have tried to prove that despite all the positive contribution by hand full of local and multi national firms, the corporate bodies in the country along with the economy as a whole have a long way to go before they can meet the world standard.
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LOOKING FORWARD TO A BRIGHTER FUTURE The idea of corporate social responsibilities is quiet a new term in the corporate world of Bangladesh and the practices are in a very rudimentary form. There are so many fields where different companies are not abiding by the existing laws of the land and they are very successful in nature. However, the encouraging sign is that there are businesses trying to be as proactive as possible like the multinational companies along with the local enterprises like DBBL. With the active participation of these businesses in our social welfare, this culture Corporate Responsibilities is slowly taking roots in different spheres of the business world. Here are some of the recommendations that the Bangladesh based firms might follow in order to contribute more towards the society. 1. Businesses have to come out of their existing classical economic model and advance towards a more socioeconomic model CSR. 2. Firms especially the tanneries have to more proactive in terms of waste management system.’ 3. different environment friendly systems of waste management like Recycling etc., can be introduced by the joint effort of the concerned firms 4. Labor, especially in the garments industry and firm located inside different EPZs around the country should be given more opportunity to place their concern to the employees. 5. Moreover, the firms have to come forward to proactively consider the concern of labor force so that they can avoid the presence of active trade unionism in their factories. 6. Industries like food processing and restaurants should follow the safety standards more vigorously sometimes should go beyond the scope of existing laws and regulation. 7. All in all enterprises of this country should take social reporting as an important part of their business operation.



CONCLUSION As a third world country Bangladesh has lot of problems. Governments often find themselves helpless when it comes to the solving of these problems. As business owners in this country are considered as part of the affluent section of the society they can contribute more meaningfully towards the betterment of the society.
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